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The following event trees have been compiled from recent reports received by IMCA. The originators granted IMCA permission for the trees
to be analysed and commented on by the IMCA Marine DP Committee. To ensure anonymity not all of the information contained in the
original report was made available to the persons analysing these event trees.
Vessel managers, DP operators and DP technical crew should consider if these events and comments are relevant to their own vessel DP
operation so that they can be used to assess and assist the safe operation of the vessel.
Any queries regarding this bulletin should be directed to IMCA Technical Adviser Andy Goldsmith (andy.goldsmith@imca-int.com). Members
and non-members are welcome to contact Andy if they have experienced DP events which can be securely analysed and then shared
anonymously with the DP industry.

Introduction
The IMCA Marine DP Committee noted that none of the events covered in this bulletin involve loss of automatic
DP control. It is stressed that the publication of such reports is for learning purposes only and the Committee
applaud the crew and management of the vessels providing reports for their contribution to safe and efficient DP
operations.
Vessels are reminded that in some areas of the world signals from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can
be interrupted for extended and unpredictable periods for both military and political reasons.

The IMCA DP event reporting form is used by DP vessel
operators for their own internal reporting needs and for
reporting to IMCA. As mentioned previously, all reports are
treated confidentially by IMCA and great efforts are made in
this respect.
DP vessel operators that participate in the scheme by
providing at least one report during the year are entitled to
display a certificate of participation on each of their DP
vessels.

Electrical fault causes loss of thruster – DP undesired event

Electrical Fault Causes Loss of Thruster – DP Undesired Event
DP Class 3 on DP in
121m water depth
engaged in saturation
diving operations

7 thrusters online

4 generators online,
4 on standby, bus tie
open, 2 redundant
groups

1 DGNSS, 1 HPR &
1 tautwire online

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
3 wind sensors online

Vessel on DP starboard
bell in the water, diver
2 out, diver 1 in the
bell

0124 Thruster 6 reset,
attempted to re-start
at engine room request
- 'start failure' alarm on
control panel

0149 Starboard bell on
surface

0112 DP Alarm
'Azimuth main 6 not
ready' - requested
diver return to clump
weight

0126 Diver 2 in bell

0200 ROV on deck

0115 DP warning
'Consequence analysis
drift off'

0128 Consequence
analysis warning
repeated

0202 Vessel moving
out

0122 Master informed

0137 Requested dive
control to recover
starboard bell

0256 Vessel exits 500m
zone

Wind 10kts 165°,
current 0.9kts 272°,
wave height 2.5m,
visibility good

Comments
report:
Comments
fromfrom
the the
report:

One of the three frequency converters on the port azimuth thruster was found to be burnt out.
Initial actions:
One of the
three frequency converters on the port azimuth thruster was found to be burnt out.
v The thruster was isolated and faulty converter dismantled
v Under the instructions from the manufacturer the thruster was set up to work up to max 60% of load
Initial actions:
v The ASOG was revised to reflect the new power limits on the main propulsions

 The thruster was isolated and faulty converter dismantled.

 Under the instructions from the manufacturer, the thruster was set up to work up to a maximum of 60% of the
load.
 The activity specific operating guidelines (ASOG) was revised to reflect the new power limits on the main
propulsions.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
 The DP Yellow Alert should be initiated
 TheConsiderations
vessel had lost
redundancy,
but
not losing
It is highly likely the damage caused by the burntof the
IMCA Marine
DPwas
Committee
fromposition.
the above event:
out v
converter
wouldAlert
have
beenbevisible,
The DP Yellow
should
initiatedso thruster 6 should have been checked prior to restarting.
vessel had lost redundancy, but was not losing position. It is highly likely the damage caused by the burnt out
 Thev
bestThe
policy
is often to take time and assess the situation prior to attempting a restart.
converter would have been visible so thruster 6 should have been checked prior to restarting.

 Reducing
power
available
azimuthprior
thruster
to 60%a restart.
would require the capability plots
v Thethe
bestmaximum
policy is often
to take
time and from
assess one
the situation
to attempting
to be
in the
order
to reflect
thisavailable
limitation
postazimuth
failurethruster
positiontokeeping
ability.
is assumed
v revised
Reducing
maximum
power
frominone
60% would
requireIt the
capability that
plots DP
to be
revised plots
to reflect
limitation
in post failure
position
keeping
ability. It is assumed that
appropriate
capability
werethis
produced
to support
the revision
in the
ASOG.
appropriate DP capability plots were produced to support the revision in the ASOG

DP Controller problems - DP undesired event

DP Controller Problems – DP Undesired Event
DP Class 2 on DP in
1873m water depth
engaged in well
intervention operations

6 thrusters online,
1 on standby

4 generators online,
4 on standby, bus tie
open, 2 redundant
groups

4 DGNSS, 1 HPR &
1 HPR (inertial)

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

0558 DP alarm "Error
net B" on DP OS1,
OS2 and OS3

0603 ET on the bridge
for troubleshooting

0056, the next day, in a
safe handling area, DP
controller B was
restarted

"Network
communication alarm"
on VMS from all
devices connected to
Net B

Defective IP address
found, DP Controller B
is suspected and needs
restart for
confirmation

No further alarms
received since restart

DP Controller
automatically shifted
from B to A after a "PS
Degraded" alarm

All the alarms silenced
but not acknowledged
as they are still
intermittent

Electronic Technician
(ET) and OIM informed

0615 decision made to
restart DP Controller
B, but only after
disconnection from
Well head

Wind 18kts 134°,
current 2.0kts 254°,
wave height 2.0m,
visibility good

Commentsof
from
report:
Considerations
thethe
IMCA
Marine DP Committee from the above event:
N/A

 Redundancy was lost; therefore, a yellow alert should be initiated.
 Good practice is to acknowledge and investigate the cause of alarms, even if they are intermittent, otherwise
alarms can be missed.
 It should be noted that good practice is to restart the DP controllers as part of field entry trials and practice
restart procedure during DP operational drills.
 The wisdom of having 4 DGNSS selected to the DP should be questioned. They are likely to be susceptible to
similar faults and therefore provide a false sense of security. Also, the use of 4 position reference systems of
the same type would create a bias and therefore dilute the effectiveness of the other selected systems.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
v Redundancy was lost therefore a yellow alert should be initiated
v Good practice is to acknowledge and investigate the cause of alarms even if they are intermittent otherwise alarms
can be missed
v It should be noted that good practice is to restart the DP controllers as part of field entry trials and practice restart
procedure during DP operational drills
v The wisdom of having 4 DGNSS selected to the DP should be questioned. They are likely to be susceptible to similar
faults and therefore provide a false sense of security. Also the use of 4 position reference systems of the same type
would create a bias and therefore dilute the effectiveness of the other selected systems

Routine maintenance leads to loss of thruster – DP undesired event

Routine Maintenance Leads to Loss of Thruster – DP Undesired Event
DP Class 3 on DP in
127m water depth
engaged in saturation
diving operations

5 thrusters online, 1 on
standby

4 generators online,
bus tie open

1 DGNSS, 1 HPR & 2
tautwire online

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and 3
wind sensors online

Vessel within FPSO
anchor pattern in a
blow off situation

SDPO firstly contacted
the engine room for
further information and
then informed the
Master

Starboard azimuth
restarted in low speed
from the forward
console

0146 an alarm
sounded, first in the
centre part of the
bridge, immediately
followed at DP desk

0149 Consequence
analysis warning
(as expected)

0155 Starboard
azimuth thruster
reselected to DP

The starboard azimuth
thruster had stopped

0150 Divers clear of
seabed and on bell
clump weight

Dive control instructed
to immediately move
the divers back to the
bell clump weight

0153 Engine room
reports that the
starboard azimuth can
be restarted

Wind 15kts 148°,
current 1.8kts 335°,
wave height 2.0m,
visibility good

Comments
report:
Comments
fromfrom
the the
report:

During a routine weekly maintenance operation, a ships engineer took an oil sample from the starboard azimuth thruster
point,
which is
a small valve, located
on thealine
to the
pressuretook
switch.
the oil
point on
the
During asample
routine
weekly
maintenance
operation,
ships
engineer
anThe
oil location
sampleoffrom
thesample
starboard
azimuth
line to the pressure switch, creates a risk of inadvertently activating the switch if the sample valve is opened too much.
thrusterWhen
sample
point, which is a small valve located on the line to the pressure switch. The location of the oil
obtaining the sample, the valve was opened fully, reducing the pressure to the pressure switch. The pressure switch
sample then
pointtripped
on the
line to
pressure
switch
a risk
activatingandthe
the sample
causing
thethe
thruster
to stop.
The creates
oil pressure
in of
theinadvertently
thruster was maintained
notswitch
at risk.if Once
the
valve is sample
opened
toowas
much.
obtaining
the valve
wasreturned
openedtofully,
reducing
the pressure
to the
valve
closedWhen
the pressure
on thethe
linesample,
to the pressure
switch
normal.
The starboard
azimuth was
backThe
up pressure
in DP, andswitch
following
a short
investigation,
pre-dive
checks
and theinbell
pressurestarted
switch.
then
tripped
causing the
thruster
to were
stop;carried
the oilout
pressure
thedeployed
thrustertowas
continue
maintained
anddiving
not operations
at risk. Once the sample valve was closed the pressure on the line to the pressure switch

returned to normal. The starboard azimuth was started back up in DP and, following a short investigation, pre-dive
checks were carried out and the bell deployed to continue diving operations.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
 The loss of redundancy should have initiated a yellow alert but this was not in the report.
 Planned maintenance of critical equipment should be controlled by a permit to work (PTW) system.
Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:

 It appears
the event,
co-operation
between
thethis
bridge,
room & diving departments was
v The that
loss ofduring
redundancy
should have
initiated a yellow
alert but
was notengine
in the report
good.
v Planned maintenance of critical equipment should be controlled by a permit to work system
It appears
that during
the design,
event co-operation
between
bridge,point
enginecould
room &
diving
departments
was goodof the oil
 The v
event
highlights
a poor
for example
the the
sample
have
been
down stream
v The
event highlights
a poor
design, it
forwould
example
the sample
point could
have
beento
down
of the
oil pressure
pressure
sensor
and in this
situation,
seem
reasonable
for an
alarm
be stream
triggered
rather
than the
sensor
and
in
this
situation
it
would
seem
reasonable
for
an
alarm
to
be
triggered
rather
than
the
thruster
shut
down.
thruster shut down.

Good practice following system self test alarm – DP Observation

Good Practice Following System Self-Test Alarm – DP Observation
DP Class 2 on DP in
40m water depth
engaged in saturation
diving operations

6 thrusters online

4 generators online, 4
on standby, bus tie
open, 2 redundant
groups

1 DGNSS, 1 HPR & 2
tautwire online

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and 3
wind sensors online

2126 DP System Alarm
Self-test Error DP
Controller A

2200 Error traced to a
serial interface module
for DP Controller A

2248 New module
installed - Controller A
powered up, Self-test
Error cleared

No other DP System
faults evident, system
performing normally
and fully redundant

Decision made to
replace the module
with a new one

2257 DP System / Desk
checks complete,
permission to resume
diving operations

2130 Port Bell arrived
at depth

2235 Port Bell on
surface

Dive control instructed
to keep divers in the
bell whilst the source
of the DP alarm is
investigated

2237 Controller A
powered down

Wind 20kts 090°,
current 0.6kts 170°,
wave height 1.6m,
visibility good

Comments
the report:
Comments
from from
the report:

The error was traced to a serial interface module for DP Controller A and confirmed that the red error lamp on this
module
was illuminated.
Whilst
indicating
an error,
the Controller
module wasAstill
performing
correctly
in so
as there
The error
was traced
to a serial
interface
module
for DP
and
confirmed
that the
redfarerror
lampwas
onno
this
effect with its data feeds. The decision was made to replace the module with a new one, Dive Control was requested to
modulerecover
was illuminated.
Whilst
indicating
an
error,
the
module
was
still
performing
correctly
in
so
far
as
there
was
the bell to surface and hold it there whilst replacement was carried out

no effect with its data feeds. The decision was made to replace the module with a new one, dive control was
requested to recover the bell to surface and hold it there whilst replacement was carried out.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
 The actions taken were all in accordance with good practice.
 40m water depth only provides for a small envelope for seabed based position reference systems (PRS).
 In these depths of water, it is advisable to make use of surface based PRS, in this instance DGNSS was used.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
v The actions taken were all in accordance with good practice
v 40m water depth only provides for a small envelope for seabed based position reference systems (PRS)
v In these depths of water it is advisable to make use of surface based PRS, in this instance DGNSS was used.

Leak in fuel supply line causes engine to shut down – DP Undesired Event

Leak in Fuel Supply Line Causes Engine to Shut Down – DP Undesired Event
DP Class 2 on DP in
45m water depth
engaged in drilling
operations

5 thrusters online

4 generators online,
2 on standby,
bus tie closed,

3 DGNSS online,
1 HPR on standby,
1 tautwire not available

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
3 wind sensors online

1610 - 1915 Running
pipe to mudline

Starboard main engine
and #2 & 3 tunnel
thrusters still operating

Main engine, shaft
generator and thruster
#1 brought back on
line

1915 - 1946 Open hole
drilling

1946 DP yellow alert

2116 Green light
drilling operations
resume

1945 Port main engine
stopped

Drilling operations
suspended

Shaft generator
stopped and tunnel
thruster #1 also
tripped

1946 - 2116 Fuel pipe
repaired

Wind 6kts 003°,
current 1.0kts 146°,
wave height 1.0m,
visibility good

Comments
report:
Comments
fromfrom
the the
report:

The vessel was employed within the renewable energy sector, no details were given of the drilling activities.
A fuel leak developed in a corroded supply pipe to the port main engine. This caused air to be drawn into the system and
The vessel
was employed within the renewable energy sector, no details were given of the drilling activities.
the engine shut down. Redundancy worked as designed. The split fuel system ensured that only the port side of the engine
room was affected and operations were suspended due to loss of redundancy.

A fuel leak developed in a corroded supply pipe to the port main engine. This caused air to be drawn into the
system and the engine to shut down. Redundancy worked as designed. The split fuel system ensured that only the
port side of the engine room was affected and operations were suspended due to loss of redundancy.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:
 It was noted that 3 DGNSS were selected to DP; clearly this is not in accordance with DP equipment class 2 that
requires position reference systems to have at least 2 different principles of operation.
 The vessel was operating closed bus and while the failure did not exceed the vessel’s designed worst case, a
different fault on the electrical system may have resulted in a more significant DP system failure.
 Water depth of 45m only provides a small envelope of operation.

Considerations of the IMCA Marine DP Committee from the above event:

 Actions
takenthat
in response
to the
failuretoappear
to be
and in line
good practice.
v Noted
3 DGNSS were
selected
DP, clearly
thisappropriate
is not in accordance
with with
DP equipment
class 2 that requires
position reference systems to have at least 2 different principles of operation

 The planned maintenance system (PMS) for critical piping systems should be reviewed. For an F.O. supply line
v The vessel was operating closed bus and while the failure did not exceed the vessel s designed worst case, a different
to fail due
of the
rest offailure
the system, and a review of past
faultto
on corrosion
the electricalshould
system warrant
may have complete
resulted in ainspection
more significant
DP system
inspections/maintenance
so
that
similar
faults
are
not
missed
in
the
future.
v Water depth of 45m only provides a small envelope of operation

v Actions taken in response to the failure appear to be appropriate and in line with good practice
v The planned maintenance system for critical piping systems should be reviewed. For a F.O. supply line to fail due to
corrosion should warrant complete inspection of the rest of the system and a review of past inspections/maintenance
so that similar faults are not missed in the future

